Experiences of Alumni about the Industrial Hygiene & Safety
Programme

Mr. Gunvant D Zala
Manager Safety UPL Ltd, Jhagadia. Bharuch
“It is very interesting and unique course. Students can do CIH and CSP after the completion of
the programme , without affecting their jobs .With the world which is expanding at high pace
…similarly demand and opportunity of Safety is also increasing at the same speed. Lots of
opportunities available in India as well as abroad .”

Mr. Anish Jalla
Manager EHS Alembic Pharmaceutical Ltd, Halol ,Panchmahal
“ The learning experience of Hygiene & Safety programme is great and faculties are helpful.
The Library is having good no. books of Hygiene esp. Air Sampling ,Industrial Ventilation and on Safety.
The course has helped me climb the ladder of my career steeply”

Mr. Piyush Parmar
Sr. EHS Engineer
Orient Abrasives Ltd
“After doing my Bachelors I have joined the programme which is only one conducted in India itself by
full time affiliated to Sardar Patel University. The course is multi disciplinary and job oriented. The
faculty help as by guidance and counseling . I too help the programme by giving opportunities for
dissertation and jobs at my workplace.”

Nitesh S Rajput
HSE Specialist, TD Williamson
“The programme of Industrial Hygiene & Safety has immensely help in my career growth. It is well set as
per needs of the Industry and ably supported by multi disciplinary faculties ”.

Mr. Abhi Misra
Associate Manager
EHS and Sustainability
Syngene International Limited , Bangalore.
“MIHS was a path changing move for my career .Shifting from a core mechanical background was not
easy but with growing demand for Industrial Hygiene made me opt this course.
This really paid of since it’s a unique course and it helped me crack all interviews and their by got
associated with various firms. This course truly helping me in day to day Professional life and henceforth
I recommend students who are interested in EHS to go for this course and have a strong base for
future.”

Mayuresh Mehra
Mylan Labs Ltd.
Assistant Manager, Industrial Hygienist (cEHS Team)
“ Industrial Hygiene is very important brance of EHS as it tell us about how to keep safe our employee
from different chemicals and its exposure. Industrial Hygiene will guide us to Anticipate the hazard
before it can actually occur. It talks about those factors which are there in the workplace but are
neglected by the employees. Industrial Hygiene also talks about the complete control of workplace
stressors. The program in "ISTAR" will provide you theoretical as well as Practical exposure (which
include site and factories visits). The primary goal of Industrial Hygiene program is to send the
employees in the same condition as they came in even after many years. And I am proud that I am an
Industrial Hygienist and a product of ISTAR”.

Mr Mayur Vaghela
Industrial Hygienist
Reliance Industries Ltd.
“ Industrial Hygiene and Safety Program help me to gain respect Professional growth ,Professional
Satisfaction bright Career and opportunity to serve the community and Industries .”

